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Victoria Model Shipbuilding 

Society 
General Meeting – October 14, 2010 

 
Call to order:  7:45 pm  (30 members and 3 guests 
in attendance) 
 
1.  Welcome: New members Bill Smith, Murray Baines & 

Pascal Smyth were present. 
 
2. Outreach: Jack Lenfesty visited Nels Coombs and Bob 

Rainsford checked up on Derek Woolard. 
 
3. Club Finances: Mike Creasy reported that the fiscal year 

has ended. We are approximately net $2000 as opposed to 
last year being net -$130. This is due largely in part to the 
donated items that were auctioned off by the club. If not for 
them, we would break even. Mike will have the final year-
end numbers for presentation at the AGM. 

 
4. Upcoming Events: Our AGM is on November 11th. Bill 

Andrews will start calling members about volunteering for 
the Executive. The Christmas Social will take place on De-
cember 9th at the Gorge Vale Golf Club. Ticket prices are 
$27.50 for a single, $50 for a couple. Cut-off for sales is 
our November 11th meeting. Several members offered to 
pickup any member who would like to attend but are not 
able to drive themselves. 

 
5. Open Forum: Barry Fox discussed what happened during 

the HMYP Committee’s meeting with the Parks Mainte-
nance Department. They seemed favourable to the idea of a 
second boat table being installed, attaching a permanent 
mount for a portable boat loading device to the side of the 
pond and having the pond cleaned more regularly. Ideas 
about how to maintain the water quality included installing 
a fountain in or under the pond or installing a natural water 
filtration system on the north side of the hill. They didn’t 
think we would be able to put a 20ft storage container in 
the bushes. 

 
6. Show & Tell: Dave Denton mentioned that someone 

bought a model of the Bluenose but the kit didn’t have the 
fitting, but he has since found them. 

 
7. Adjourn business portion & break 
 
8. Swap & Shop 
 
Respectfully Submitted 
Scott Munford, Secretary 

 

2010 Executive Committee2010 Executive Committee2010 Executive Committee2010 Executive Committee    

President: Barry Fox   294-0350 

Vice-Pres: Rob McDonough 598-4619 

Secretary: Scott Munford  382-1673 

Treasurer: Mike Creasy   888-4860 

Show Coordinator: B. Andrews     479-2761 

Binnacle Editor: Bill Sturrock  479-0239 

Quartermaster: Bob Rainsford     383-2256 

CRD Liaison:  Rob McDonough 598-4619 

Parks Liaison: Mike Claxton  479-6367 

Sailing Director: David Cook  388-5994 

Librarian: Dave Denton  478-1800 

Publicity: Ron Armstrong  385-9552 

Director at Large: Rob Ross 592-6866 

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR LOCAL ADVERTISERS 
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Prez Says 
In spite of the doom and gloom we started the year 
with, it has been a very successful year for the club on 
many fronts. Through a number of very nice groups of 
donated parts and complete boats, we have been able 
to have an extremely successful financial year. 
On the activity side of things we have put on our usual 
number of shows with good turnouts from the public. 
The staffing of these shows has suffered a bit at times 
but we would have to say that toward the end of the 
season that picked up a bit. 
Our Battle of the Atlantic and Naval Salute events 
were well attended by members and out of town mod-
elers as well receiving great coverage in the local 
press and other media. The result of good shows and 
good coverage was a terrific response from the public 
to attend these events. Underlying all that success 
was some tremendous effort and dedication of the 
club members who developed the concept of these 
events, put together committees to do the groundwork 
to get ready and then the volunteers who helped pull it 
all together to make the shows happen. Frequently it is 
the same people who have the ideas, do the back-
ground work and then actually lead the effort to put the 
show on. Those are the heroes we need to recognize. 
On top of that we have had some new, continuing ac-
tivities. For instance, your Sailing Director has formu-
lated, and run, a 6 Sunday Club Sailing Championship 
that provides a way for boats and skippers of all skill 
and performance levels to sail together and have a 
chance to win. We have had a good turnout of boats 
for each of these events with the last one just a week 
away. 
Your club hosted a sailing regatta that attracted sailors 
from as far north as Hornby Island and as far South as 
Seattle, WA a month ago and it was a competitive, 
well sailed event, even with the low water/high weed 
situation at Beaver Lake. 
In spite of losing a few members we have managed to 
gain a number of new members and the ones we are 
gaining look like they are going to be quite active 
members. As much as we like to collect membership 
fees it is more important that our members are active 
in the club and helping to make it an interesting and 
growing organization. 
By the time you are reading this we will be about to 
have our Annual General Meeting. This includes the 
election of Executive members for the next year. 
Hopefully we will have a few new faces among that 
group. The Executive this year has been quite active 

The 
Prez Says... 

ON THE RADARON THE RADARON THE RADARON THE RADAR    
INFORMATION ON UPCOMING EVENTS 

  

 

December 9th —Christmas Social 

at Gorge Vale Golf Club  

 (see page 12) 

SAILING:  1st and 3rd Sundays 1 – 3 PM 
Beaver Lake    
Next is: November 14th, 2010  
 Denton Cup and Powell Cup 

POWER: Sundays 10 – 12 
Harrison Model Yacht Pond (HMYP) 
Dallas Road at Government Street 

Meetings: Second Thursday  7:30-9:30 
Gorge Vale Golf Club 

Next is: Christmas Social 

LANGFORD LAKE NAVY   

Wednesdays 9:30  
Langford Lake, Leigh Rd at Trillium 

and I think them for making it an interesting but simple task 
to be the President. 
Next month will be our annual Christmas Party and Awards 
Presentation. We are following the same format as last year. 
It is a very enjoyable evening in a first class facility with 
great service. The best part of the evening is that we all get 
together and share a relaxed evening of friendship. Get your 
tickets and join us. 
-Barry 
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THE SUB SUBJECT 
 

B. BOAT CONSTRUCTION 
 DON’T LOOK FOR AN “HOW-TO-BUILD MY 
FIRST SUBMARINE” IN THIS November column. You 
are an accomplished modeller, remember? What will be 
covered are aspects of model subs that differ totally from 
surface craft, and that otherwise may take a bunch of 
guessing and false starts. Just for openers, let’s look at 
how to treat linkages to  the stern control surfaces in a 
single screw model sub. 

An illustration of how, in a single shaft boat, the rudders’ 
and stern planes’ shafts may look. 

1. Upper and lower rudder shaft (the “C” shaft) 
2. Port-stbd. Stern planes shaft (the “U” shaft) 
3. 3/16” o.d. driveshaft 
4. The hull’s sterncone 
5. The horns for the two servo linkages (as far apart as 

possible) 
Notes: 

• Lengthwise, “1” and  “2” may have to be separated 
by ±1/4” tward freer and wider travel 

• 1/8” i.d. brass bushings are recommended at the 
four sterncone penetrations 

• Do not try to forge the shafts. Make them so that the 
three pieces fit; then solder them. Alternatively, use 
suitable drilled Dubro collars 

• For “5” flat brass strips or plate will do 
 Oh, oh, oh. The workshop is about to come 
alive. But not just yet. Assuming that, this late, you have 
decided to go either dynamic or static, successful shop-
ping for ALL applicable items listed in October’s column 
should lie there in front of you. The Matavas, at Ship ‘n’ 

Things or Marks Sub Works helped you out. Now put all 
you got in an orderly, efficient configuration on a piece of 
material that will become the platform on which all elec-
tronics will be raised above the bilge. The single motor 
will have to be partly sunk into the platform so that its 
shaft can spin happily in dead alignment with the stern-
cone’s centre point. Use soft foam rubber strips for mo-
tor mounts. 
 The fruit of the foregoing procedure is that it 
gives a clear, no guesswork, idea of the scale or off-
scale to adopt. MAKE SURE to be generous. All must be 

readily accessible with both hands without physical dam-
age to knuckles. (Project have floundered for just that 
reason. A hull built ever so elegant, but too tight). 
 Now to follow, in no order of importance, are a 
number of constructive suggestions. Each one had at 
least one unsatisfactory predecessor. Do better if you 
see a way. 
 ● The general (unachievable) idea is to keep the 
model dry. It may not leak, but moisture resulting from 
condensation (ambient temperature variation) willget into 
the electronics and the wires alike. 
 ● If you decide on an integrated pressure hull, 
rather than a watertight cylinder (WTC) make the bulk-
heads and the crutch larger than the lower hull’s half by 
about 1/16”.  
Chamfer those expanded edges and cut corresponding 
grooves in the hull.  
Then do the epoxying. 
 ● Coat all wiring terminals inside and outside of 
the pressure hull with liquid rubber. It sells in paste or 
aerosol form. 
 ● For the (single) battery wires to come in 
through the pressure hull’s (front) bulkhead, drill two 
holes in the Lexan (never use acrylic) slightly under size 
for brass bolts. Force them through (with some epoxy on 
the threads). Then cut off the heads and solder the from-
the-battery and to-the-BEVR ends to the screws’ ends. 
No leakage there. Just wires gone black if not replaced 
in time. 
 ● Keep the battery in the free flood area ahead 
of the pressure hull. Rubberize it. From there, upon dis-
charge, it cannot emanate nasty gases that can be set 
off by a spark from the motor. 
 ● Put a Schräder (tire) valve in the pressure 
hull’s lid or side. Then, before a run, put three to five 
pump strokes of air ing there. It will help to keep out wa-
ter at the unavoidable penetration points. 

(Continued on page 5) 

AVOID CROWDING IN THE PRESSURE HULL 

USE STAINLESS STEEL WHERE POSSIBLE 

FIGURE 1 
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VMSS MODEL BOAT PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST 
OPEN TO MEMBERS OF ANY MODEL BOAT CLUB 

Just a few Rules: 
1. Maximum of 3 entries per amateur-photographer/member: DIGITAL (jpg) only! 
2. Send by email attachment to: vmss@shaw.ca   subject line: “PhotoContest Entry” 
3. Model ships and related topics only, please. Limit of 3 (three) entries per person. 

4. Deadline November 15
th
, 2010. 

5 Judges decision final; prizes to be announced at a later date in the Binnacle. 
 
NOTE: It is intended that the top 12 BEST entries will be used in our VMSS Calendar for 2011. Questions: email to: vmss@shaw.ca 

GOOD BOATING AND SHOOTING!! 

 ● In building an integrated pressure hull, drill lid, 
neoprene gasket and crutch at the same time (bolts 
spaced 1 1/4” to 1 1/2”). This eliminates miss-alignment. 
The holes in the lid will need slight enlargement for ease of 
on or off operations. USE STAINLESS STEEL BOLTS, 
washers and nuts. 
 ● Never attempt to get by with bow and stern 
planes on the same servo. It defeats the whole purpose of 
flexible maneuvering. Bow planes are seldom active during 
submerged flight. 
 ● Once more, to avoid unwanted water, servos (in 

an integrated pressure hull) may be installed vertically, with 
their extended output shafts through lip seals, straight up. 
This requires a U-joint of sorts between the servo’s 
(supplied) plastic disc and the (now) 1/8” output shaft. This 
way rotation rather than sliding is achieved. The 1/16” ends 
are bent to fit the disc. 
 ● A vent valve in the pressure hull’s lid or the 
WTS’s wall offers one more possibility in the fight for dry-
ness. Just pump air, build up pressure and release. If there 
is on-off access under a screw cap, a hair dryer can be 
helpful. 
 ● Avoid, if possible, a pressure hull with ballast 
tank in its centre. Nice for weight distribution but a connec-
tions and leak proofing headache in all other ways. 
 ● Logical internal arrangements are battery in the 
freeflood bow area, followed by the electronics-stuffed 
pressure hull. Next to that: reduction gear—if necessary 
(not really needed for a lazy Dumas/Pitman motor). 
 ● Upon completion of either the intefrated or WTC 
pressure hull, weigh it down to the bottom of,say, a bath-
tub, watch out for baffles; then leave it overnight. Water 
exerts pressure of ±0.42 psi for every foot submerged. 
That’s a LOT of weight on a lid or a cylinder. The Club’s hip 
waders can make that very clear. Hey, at 10 feet, 4.2 lbs. 
on every square inchM. 

 - - - - - - - - - - - -  

 Following (perhaps) in-house floatation,it should 
have become clear that the new boat does or does not 
float at her intended waterline (or somewhat lower for a 
dynamic) and that (in all likelyhood) she does not do that, 
and doesn’t do it on an EVEN KEEL.  Well, well. Play a bit 
with fewer or more wheel balancing weights (down low) 
and ONLY blue or pink foam (as yet uncoated) as high up 
as possible. And, then, when “perfection” is achieved on 
those two scores, will she dive and surface as intended? 
Most all likely a lengthy, frustrating trimming exercise will 
have to be endured, from either a static  or dynamic diver. 
Most all likely (especially for a dynamic) modifications will 

be needed in lead (weight and location). Same goes for 
foam. It may also be in order to do a bit of cheating with 
scal-sized lower rudders and bow planes. Both may need 
enlarging. For an off-scale model of course, “cheating” 
does not apply. So...why not build an off-scale for a first 
boat? Much (needed) freedom is gained, experience is 
topped up and pride will get a shot, say, in the arm. 
 A near oversight: ballast tanks. They were men-
tioned, but a bunch more is needed. So much more that, 
with Binnacle space limitations in mind, it will be the “Sub 
Subjects’s” December 2010 topic. That expands this in-
tended “trilogy” to a “quartet”, and pushes TRIMMING into 
January’11, and the C.I.A’s Project Azorian into February. 
More opportunity for (library) research, so let’s all live that 
long. 
 Stay ballasted. 

 

Romanus UnicumRomanus UnicumRomanus UnicumRomanus Unicum    
(Inspired by Len Gibbs) 
  
 

(Continued from page 4) 

WATER PRESSURE RISES FAST WITH DEPTH TRIMMING A MODEL SUB CAN BE (usually is) A 

FRUSTATING, LENGTHY PROCEDURE 
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Old Wood & Rusty Iron 
Hot, Wet and Steamy  

by Mike Creasy 
 

 
 The idea of using steam to move things has 
been around for a long time, and seems to be making 
a comeback at Harrison Model Yacht Pond, so this 
might be a good time to look back at the development 
of steam as a mode of power.   
 An English military engineer by the name of 
Thomas Savery got a patent on a very crude steam 
engine in 1698.  He was looking for a better way to 
pump water out of mines, which was being done by 
teams of horses pulling large buckets up a shaft to 
the surface.  Savery's device used a sort of venturi 
system to blow steam and water up a pipe - not very 
effective, but it did start the wheels turning in a 
number of inventive minds. 

 
 By 1712, Thomas Newcomen had built a 
pumping engine which used steam to move a piston 
which, in turn, moved a water pump.  Newcomen's 
engine used a fulcrum or beam to connect the engine 
to the pump, which meant that the engine could be 
at the surface and the actual pump could be down in 

the mine.  This was a major step forward, since hav-
ing a fire burning in the methane-rich air of a coal 
mine was not a good way to grow old! 
 In 1775, James Watt had come up with a 
number of improvements including a steam con-
denser and a compound cylinder.  Watt's later en-
gines had a throttle valve and a centrifugal governor 
to control speed.  Interestingly, the manufacturing 
processes of the day were simply not up to the task 
of producing sound boilers.  Explosions were com-
mon, and Watt restricted his engines to very low 
pressures.  Still, Watt engines were effective enough 
to be used to power textile mills and things, leading 
to the start of the "Industrial Revolution".  (Those of 
you who don't much care for the Wal-Marts of this 
world can start booing now!) 
 In 1813, a fellow named George Stephenson 
was working in a coal mine in Newcastle.  Like most 
such mines, this one used teams of horses to drag 
coal carts along wooden tracks.  Stephenson saw 
how steam could be used to pump water, and began 
to consider how steam could move coal.  In July of 
1814, his hand-made locomotive "Blucher" moved 8 
loaded coal wagons up an incline - starting a revolu-
tion in the transportation business. 

 
 Steam continued to evolve as a source of 
power, but the development of high-pressure steam 
was still limited by the manufacturing techniques of 
the day.  Uneven metal quality, poor riveting, slow 
production of tubing and even the development of the 
metal lathe all meant that early steam power was 
both low pressure (under 60 psi) and high risk!  This 
wasn't a big problem on land, or even on the rivers 
where fresh water and fuel were readily available at 
trackside or on the riverbank. 
 No surprise then, that all early steamships 
were meant for inshore or river use.  Side- and stern-
wheel steamers dominated the early days of steam 
from 1805 to about 1850.   These inefficient drivers, 
coupled with and inefficient engine, meant that range 

(Continued on page 7) 
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stayed short... not very useful out on the bounding 
main. 
 Steam has an interesting quality when used 
in an engine - as it expands, it cools very rapidly.  
This cooling is most pronounced when the exhaust 
pressure is close to atmospheric, as it was in these 
early, single cylinder engines.  The thermal shock -
between hot, pressurized steam and cool exhaust 
steam - lead to lots of problems with cylinder walls 
and piston tops.  One solution was to exhaust the 
steam at higher pressure, but this meant the engine 
became even more inefficient, and so the idea of a 
compound engine - with steam used more than once 
- was born. 
 Train engines were the first to apply this idea 
beginning around 1805.  It wasn't until some time 
between 1824 and 1850 that compound engines first 
showed up on the water (depending on who you be-
lieve!).  Triple and quadruple expansion engines soon 
solved the efficiency problem.  Combined with in-
creasing (safe) boiler pressures and other gadgets, 
such as condensers (to save water) and injectors (to 

keep the boiler full) these increasingly refined steam 
plants soon became the standard for oceanic, as well 
as inshore, ship power. 
 Its easy to understand how steam engineers 
become so passionate about their babies; a big steam 
engine makes almost no noise when running.  They 
seldom turn more than a few hundred rpm and 
they'll go for a long time with the right care and at-
tention.  They'll even keep you warm! 
 So all you sail types: next time you're out in a 
frigid wind with a rope and some frozen bedding, 
think of the romance of steam where you could be 
hot, wet and steamy!             
 
Bibliography 
 
Saltscapes Magazine, Full Steam Ahead by Doug Scott, May/June 
2007 
Conway's The Advent of Steam, Dr. Basil Greenhill, Chartwell 
Books, 1993 
wikipedia.com 
inventors.about.com 

(Continued from page 6) 

FOR SALE!!! 
VECTOR DESIGN IOM YACHT. 

Kit produced by Lawrie Neish,  containing: 

Hull and Deck, Radio Pot, 2  Mast blanks and Rigging Plan 

$150.00 

 

Contact: Ken Lockley (250) 477 -5830 
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VMSS Sailing Report 

 by David Cook 
 
First of all, I must start by apologizing for being so delinquent at 
writing a sailing report for the Binnacle over the last few or 
longer months. No excuse other than being a busy boy. From 
October 2009 to July 2010 I was busy designing and building my 
first International One Metre (IOM) which I named Therapy & 
Friendships which is exactly what the boat represents. Over the 
past year my muscles have weakened quite noticeably and this 
and my current boat project have been good therapy to focus on 
something creative and positive.  
 
The friendships and support that I have received have been in-
credible. It all started with our dearly missed Ken Ensor mentor-
ing me in the art of lofting. As a lot of you would know, Ken 
was a perfectionist which his philosophy has guided me through 
many decisions over the past year. Ken meant so much to me I 
dedicated T&F to Ken. See the below photo that Ken’s wife 
Donna took of my boat during her launching party last July. 
 
In September I traveled to Kingston, ON to compete in the IOM 
Canadian Nationals where I placed a dismal 15th out of 17 boats. 
The trip was very important to me as it was the last long-distance 
away from home regatta I will be doing. I met some great people 
and actually had a few moments of brilliance. My coach/friend/
sailmaker Ed Botterell got a great photo of T&F near the front 
of the pack and well in front of overall winner and IOM Cana-
dian legend Peter Van Rossem. On the last day it blew between 
17 and 30 knots so I was glad I took Barry’s advice to build a 
number 3 rig, the smallest of 3 IOM rigs.  
 
Immediately following Kingston I decided I needed a good win-
ter project and designed a second IOM which I’m calling Porky 
Pig after my childhood idol who also has a big head, stutters and 
has a big nose like my new boat. Graham Bantock, the guru of 
the IOM class internationally,  design called the Topiko kicked 

butt in Kingston placing 1st and 2nd and locally Jan Schmidt sail-
ing one is my inspiration. Porky Pig is slightly fuller forward 
and has a little wider transom than the Topiko.  
 
Speaking of new boats, check out the photos of VMSS members 
Adrian Harrison and Barry Fox who both have been busy this 
year. Adrian built a beautiful Brad Gibson designed Reggae 
which right from its maiden voyage is a rocketship; and Barry 
has rebuilt a Cockatoo take-off which he calls CACA2 which 
also looks sweet and is hard to beat.   
 
The VMSS Sailing Fleet has been busy with last week having 11 
boats out for our VMSS Sailing Championship Series. See the 
attached series results after 5 of 6 events. We’ve had two recent 
newcomers who have bought existing boats and are very keen. 
I’d like to welcome Mike Pedeault and Murray Baines. 
 
On Sunday, November 14 Beaver Lake will be busy all day start-
ing with the Denton Cup for powerboats at 1030, immediately 
followed by the Powell Cup for sailboats. Both are fun and cas-
ual events which are like Monopoly on Water where each skip-
per draws a card and then goes to that location to find out where 
they go next. It’s the luck of the draw and tons of fun. At 1200 
Robb and McKenzie McDonough will be cooking and serving 
hotdogs to those members and guests that might be interested. At 
1:00 the Sailing Fleet will have our final event of the Champion-
ship Series.   
 
Well I guess since I’ve missed the last 6 or so Binnacles, this 
long-winded article should get me out of arrears and back in 
good standing with the Editor. Sorry Bill! 
 
Smooth Sailing 
 

David Cook 

BEAVER FEVER 2010 
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CACA2  by Barry Fox 

CACA2  by Barry Fox 

Adrian built a beautiful Brad Gibson designed 

Reggae  

Therapy and Friendships  
by David Cook 

Photo by Donna Ensor 

Porky  Pig by David Cook 

Canadian Nationals , Kingston, ON 
 

Photo by Ed Botterell 

Unattributed photos supplied by David Cook 
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BATTLING ON 
by 

Ron Armstrong 
 
Another of Mike Creasy’s excellent articles 
in September focused on 20th century bat-
tleships and what it takes 
to sink them in strictly 
surface combat. His main 
points were that bombs and 
torpedoes rendered the 
mighty ships too vulnerable, 
and that evidence from well 
known actions varied widely. 
This made me curious and I 
tried to find other exam-
ples. I should’ve known that 
he had pretty much "covered the water-
front." However I did find other duels that 
showed lack of radar, luck and tactics 
were factors also. 
  
BATTLE OF NORTH CAPE, December 1943 

  
Aside from constant U-boat and Luftwaffe 
attack, the supply convoys to the Soviet 
Union were menaced by the battleship Tir-
pitz (sister of Bismarck) and the battle-
cruiser  Scharnhorst. Once the former was 
put out of action by British midget subs, 
the latter remained a threat at the top of 
Norway. 
  
On Christmas Day, 1943 she sailed with 5 
destroyers to intercept Convoy JW55B of 19 
ships escorted by 8 destroyers (three of 
them Canadian). Unbeknownst to the Ger-
man  admiral commanding Öperation Ostfront, 
two forces of British capital ships were in 
the area for just such an eventuality. 
Force 1 had three cruisers, Force 2 the new 
battleship Duke of York, cruiser Jamaica, 
and four destroyers (one Norwegian).  
  
The next day, after failing to find the 
convoy due to poor Luftwaffe intelligence, 
bad weather, and heavy seas, Admiral Bey 
sent his destroyers southward to expand the 
search area. (the convoy had been routed 
northward). Steaming alone Scharnhorst en-
countered the three British cruisers. She 
fired unsuccessfully but was hit twice, one 
destroying her main radar. This proved fa-
tal. Her gunners tried to aim at British 
muzzle flashes but two ships were using 
flashless propellant! 
  
Bey steamed south to elude his opponents, 

then northeast to get around them to the 
supposed location of the convoy. Instead he 
found the cruisers again. This time Scharn-
horst scored hits on two ships but again 
broke off action. She ran south, straight 
into the trap set by Force 2. Once the Duke 
of York opened fire the result was inevita-
ble. A total of 2,195 shells fell on her 
from three directions, wrecking all but one 
turret. Attempting to flee eastward at 30 
knots, an unlucky shell from the Duke of 
York, at the extreme range of 8 miles, 
pierced her armour belt and severed a main 
steam line. Soon she was an easy target for 
the 55 torpedoes fired by Glasgow and de-
stroyers, 11 of which struck home. She sank 
at 1728. Only 36 of a total complement of 
1,968 survived, none of them officers.  
  
With nine 11 inch main guns and twelve 5.9 
inch secondaries, Scharnhorst outgunned all 
her opponents except the Duke of York. She 
could've sank the destroyers before they 
reached torpedo launching range, especially 
in heavy seas. At 30 knots (even in those 
seas) she should've outrun them all. But 
loss of radar left her blind and unable to 
know the critical locations of her adver-
saries. And the longest shot in naval his-
tory stopped her escape. 
  
BATTLES OF SAMAR and SURIGAO STRAIT, Octo-

ber,1944 

  
Naval historians often refer to the Battle 
of Leyte Gulf as if it were one action. In 
fact it was four. The Japanese Navy’s mis-
sion was to destroy the American landings 
on the Leyte Peninsula. To accomplish this 
the entire capital fleet was formed into 
four separate strike forces and sent on 
different routes around the Philippine Is-
lands. The mission was to lure the heaviest 
units of the US Navy away with a decoy 
force while the other three penetrated the 
defensive perimeter. 
  
The tactic nearly worked when Ozawa's force 
led Admiral Halsey’s carriers away to the 
north. The Central battleship force entered 
the waters off the landings and had it not 
been for the courage and self-sacrifice of 
the covering destroyers and escort carriers 
the landing craft would've been decimated 
and hundreds of troops lost. Luckily land 
bombers came to the rescue. The Japanese 
admiral thought he was being attacked by 
carrier planes and fled back from whence 
he’d come. This is a clear example of 
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Mike's first point. 
  
Meanwhile the Southern Force of two battle-
ships, a cruiser and four destroyers 
steamed into a massive trap in Surigao 
Strait. The Americans had established a 
line of  6 battleships, 8  cruisers,  29 
destroyers and 39 PT boats. The result was 
inevitable, and mostly shows how vulnerable 
capital ships had become to bombs and tor-
pedoes, and again the necessity of radar. 
Battleship Fuso was cut in two by torpe-
does, while her consort Yamashiro steamed 
blindly towards the battleship line. Six-
teen inch shells rained down with radar 
controlled accuracy and she was soon sunk.  
  
BATTLE OF THE KOMONDORSKI ISLANDS, March 

27,1943 

  
This was strictly a cruiser action but I 
include it because it was the longest sur-
face battle of the Second World War at 3 
and 1/2 hours. It was also one of the last 
all gunnery duels in naval history---
neither submarines nor aircraft played any 
part.  The action took place during the 
opening stages of the Aleutian campaign, 
when the Japanese were serious about sup-
plying their garrisons on Attu and Kiska. 
  

One light and one heavy American cruiser, 
supported by three destroyers, tried to in-
tercept a  Japanese convoy escorted by two 
heavy cruisers and two light ones, plus 
three destroyers. Again radar enabled the 
Americans to approach to within eye visi-
bility.  That advantage was offset by the 
persistent fogbanks and Japanese firepower. 
Not only were the American ships outnum-
bered but they also were older and out-
gunned as well. Ironically the newest, Salt 
Lake City, received the most damage from 8 
inch shells, eventually going dead in the 
water. Richmond fared better and both were 
protected by heavy smoke screens laid by 
the destroyers. Meanwhile Nachi received 
several major hits, to her bridge, control 
room, and aft hangar. Fires broke out and 
she slowed as well. 
  
Eventually the Japanese admiral feared air 
attack( a dubious possibility in the 
weather conditions) and broke off the ac-
tion. His charges arrived safely. The bat-
tle was a tactical victory for the Japanese 
Navy, but is considered a strategic defeat. 
After this it was considered too risky to 
use capital ships as escorts and submarines 
were used  to supply the remote outposts of 
Empire. Stealthy but hardly capacious. 

 ---- 30 ---- 

Just a reminder that the cut-off for purchasing tickets to our Christmas  
Social, scheduled for December 9th at the Gorge Vale Golf Club, is  
November 11th. Ticket prices are $27.50 for a single or $50 a pair.  

Please see Scott Munford, at our AGM for tickets. 
 

If anyone would like to attend but you do not have transportation,  
several members have volunteered to pick-up and return members who need 

a drive.  
Please contact anyone on the Executive and they will pass along  

your name. 

http://web.me.com/hookpilot/North_West_RC_Ship_Modelers/Monthly_Newsletters_ 
files/November%202010%20Web.pdf 

Thanks to Mike Claxton 
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The New Submarine 
 The new sub is moving along, 
two steps forward, one step back.  
The latest hitch is the ballast 
chamber. I devised a balloon sys-
tem that my little pump would fill 

in about a minute, Romaine tells me 
"too long". And besides that, my whole 
investment of time and money is riding 
on the integrity of a 10 cent balloon, 
"not good enough". I built a flooding 
chamber below the radio deck, it holds 
about 40% of the overall volume of the 
dry chamber, I think that will work, on 
second thought, the air being displaced 
into the dry chamber will be increasing 
as the water is pumped into the ballast 
chamber, will the little pump  have the 
muscle to compress that air? will the 
compressed air force the ballast water 
back past the pump? I think another 

visit to Romaine is inevitable; I think 
he will tell me "compressed air sys-
tem".  
 I think I will go out and sand my 
little sail boat.  I got this derelict 
off Jack Ross some years back. The 
paint on the hull is all cracked, the 
deck has been stomped on, looks like 
hell; on closer inspection the hull is 
one piece carved red cedar, hollowed 
out to about 1/8 of an inch 
thick. This boat was at one 
time a real looker. I have 
sanded the hull and it will 
be brought back to life for 
the Westshore Show. It is 20 
inches long and will sail 
nicely in the club pond. 
                                                                 
See you later,    Dave Denton 
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 Treasurer's 2010 Year-end Report 

 
 
 
 
The VMSS's Financial Position and Income and Expense Reports as at September 30, 2010 are attached for your re-
view. 
 
In the 2009/2010 fiscal year, we received over $2,000 in unanticipated donations.  Without these donations, our year-end 
result would have been very near to break-even, much like the previous year. 
 
Membership revenues have increased from $1,860 to $2,205, contrary to the trend seen in many small clubs.   
 
As a result, our cash assets have grown from $8,365 at September 30, 2009 to $10,910 at September 30, 2010. 
 
As our cash assets grow, money management becomes more important. 
 
For many years the VMSS has kept it's money in a low-interest chequing account, as well as a Guaranteed Investment 
Certificate.  The GIC was in a one-year collapsible form, earning very low interest - less than 1% last year.  We have 
now replaced this with a three-year rising rate format which will earn 1.75% this year and a higher rate in future years. 
 
We have also opened an interest-bearing savings account to better use money that earns very little interest in our 
chequing account.  Money can be moved between these two accounts as needed, without cost. 
 
I believe the VMSS is in good financial health and I look forward to the coming year. 
 
 
 
 
M. Creasy, Treasurer  
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